ANIMATION (Series & Features)

AH MY BUDDHA  Lead
APPLESEED  Lead
AROUND THE WORLD IN FIFTY YEARS  Various Voices
A TURTLE'S TALE: SAMMY'S ADVENTURE  Various Voices
A TURTLE'S TALE: SAMMY'S ESCAPE FROM PARADISE  Various Voices
AVENGER  Lead
BABEL 2  Beyond Infinity  Lead
BLACK JACK  Guest Star
BLEACH  Recurring
BLEACH MOVIE  Leads
BLEACH MOVIE 2  Lead
BLEACH MOVIE 3  Lead
BLEACH SEASON 4  Lead
BLONDES  Supporting
BLUE DRAGON  Supporting
BLUE EXORCIST  Lead
BOTTLE FAIRY  Supporter
BURN UP SCRAMBLE  Lead
BUSO RENKIN  Lead
CHEEKY & CLIDE  Lead
CHIPKALI WORLD  Lead
CHOBITS  Lead
CINDERELLA  Cinderella
CLAY KIDS (SERIES)  Lead
CODE GEASS  Lead
COSMO WARRIOR ZERO  Recurring
DANGAIZER 3  Lead
DAPHNE IN THE BRILLIANT BLUE  Lead
DEARS  Lead
DEATH KAPPA  Supporting
DI GI CHARAT  Supporting
DISGAEA  Lead
DISNEY'S MICKEY MOUSE SHORTS  Supporting
DOG TRACER (SERIES)  Lead
DURARARA!!  Various Voices
ELAMERICANO  Lead
ERGO PROXY  Various Voices
FAFNER  Lead
FATE STAY NIGHT  Supporting
FIGURE 17  Lead
FIRST SQUAD  Supporting
FLAG  Supporting
FLY ME TO THE MOON 3D  Various Voices
GAD GUARD  Lead
GANKUTSUOU: The Count of Monte Cristo  Lead
GHOST IN THE SHELL: Stand Alone Complex  Supporting
GHOST SLAYERS AYASHI  Supporting
ANIMATION (Series & Features) - continued

GORMITI
GREAT TEACHER ONIZUKA
GRENADEIR
GUN FRONTIER
GUN X SWORD
GUNDRESS
GURREN LAGANN
HAIBANE RENMAI
HANAU KYO MAID TEAM LA VERITE
HARI NOCHI GUU
HEAT GUY J
HELLSING ULTIMATE
HITMAN: Blood Money
H.M.S. CUCARACHA
HUNTIK
I MY ME! STRAWBERRY EGGS
IGPX
INDIE"S GREAT TEDDY BEAR HUNT
INSEKTORS (SERIES)
I YORI AOSHI
I YORI AOSHI - Enishi
JULIO BUNNY
JUNO'S RHYTHM ADVENTURE
KANOKON
KASHI/MASHI
KOI KAZI
K-ON: THE MOVIE
KYO KARA MAOH!
LAGRANGE VOL. 2 & 3
LAST EXILE
LEAVE IT TO PIYOKO!
LEGO FRIENDS: DOLPHIN CRUISE (TV MOVIE)
LEGO FRIENDS: NEW GIRL IN TOWN (TV MOVIE)
LEGO FRIENDS: THE SURPRISE PARTY (TV MOVIE)
LEGO (SERIES)
LITTLE BIG PANDA
LITTLE HIPPO (SERIES)
LUCKY STAR
LUNAR LEGEND TSUKIHIME
MADOKA MAGICA (MDK)
MAHORMATIC: Automatic Maiden
MAR
MARMALADE BOY
MARVEL ANIME X-MEN
MATTEL FASHIONISTAS
MERMAID FORREST
MIRAGE OF BLAZE

Guest Star
Recurring
Guest Star
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Recurring
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Guest Star
Supporting
Lead
Guest Star
Supporting
Lead
Guest Star
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ANIMATION (Series & Features) - continued

MONSTER Lead
MONSTER HIGH Lead
MONSUNO Lead
MOT Lead
NARUTO Supporting
NORTH FORK Lead
OH, NO, DOMINGO! Lead
ONE BUNNY BAND Lead (French)
ONEGAI TEACHER Lead
ONEGAI TWINS Lead
OTOGI ZOSHI Lead
OVERMAN KING GAINER Guest Star
PARADISE KISS Recurring
PARANOIA AGENT Lead
PLANET OF THE BUGGS Guest Star
PLANETES Recurring
PLEASE TEACHER! Lead
PLEASE TWINS! Lead
POM POM AND FRIENDS: POM POM THE HERO Leads
POM POM AND FRIENDS: THE BIG MYSTERY Leads
PRINCESS OF THE NILE Lead
RAJU RICKSHAW Lead
REQUIEM FROM THE DARKNESS Lead
ROZEN MAIDEN Lead
RUE BROCA Lead
RUGRATS: All growed up "Oh Brother Where Art Thou" Guest Star
RUMIKO TAKAHASHI ANTHOLOGY Lead
RUROUNI KENSHIN: TALES OF THE MEIJI Lead
SAKURA WARS: The Movie Lead
SAMURAI CHAMPLOO Recurring
SCRAPPED PRINCESS Recurring
SECRETS OF DROON Lead
SHONKU DIARIES Supporting
SPACE PILOT CAPTAIN HERLOCK Lead
STELLVIA Lead
STRAWBERRY EGGS Lead
SUBMARINE 707R Lead
TALES OF PHANTASIA Lead
TENJIHO TENGE: Recurring
TENJIHO TENGE: Ultimate Fight Recurring
TEXHNOLYZE Recurring
THE ADVENTURES OF ANDY APPLEBUTTER Leads
THE BIG O II Guest Star
THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO Supporting
THE DAY THE MUSIC STOPPED Lead (French)
THE DANCING PUMPKIN Leads
THE DISCOVERERS (SERIES) Lead
ANIMATION (Series & Features) - continued

THE EXPLORERS (SERIES) Lead
THE HAUNTED WORLD OF EL SUPERBEASTO Various Voices
THE LAST RESERVATION Lead
THE LITTLE SOUL AND THE SUN Supporting
THE MELODY OF OBLIVION Lead
THE PRODIGIES Supporting
THE TWELVE KINGDOMS Lead
THE WOBSIES Lead
TSUKIHIMI, LUNAR LAGEND Leads
UPCHUCK BAZOOKA Supporting
VAMPIRE KNIGHT Lead
WAY TO GO, JUNO! Lead
WHEN THEY CRY Lead
WILD ARMS: Twilight Venom Lead
WINX CLUB Guest Star
WINX CLUB: ENCHANTRIX Lead
WINX CLUB: POWER OF BELLEVIX Lead
WITCH HUNTER ROBIN Guest Star
X Lead
YS 2 Recurring
ZATCH BELL Lead
ZIPPA GANG Leads
ZULA PATROL 3 Supporting

Video Games

AC5 #2 Various Voices
ACE COMBAT 5 Lead
ADIBOO Lead
ALBA Lead
ALLIANCE OF VALIANT ARMS Lead
ANGEL TALES Lead
AR TONELICO Lead
AR TONELICO 2 Lead
AR TONELICO QOGA Lead
AR TONELICO: Melody of Elemia Lead
ARMORED CORE 4 Various Voices
ATLANTICA Various Voices
ATLANTICA 2 Various Voices
ATLANTIS III: The New World Various Voices
ATLANTIS: The Lost Tales Various Voices
BARBIE AS THE PRINCESS AND THE PAUPER Lead
BARBIE OF SWAN LAKE Lead
BASARA 3 Lead
BEYOND ATLANTIS II Supporting
BIO HAZARD DEGENERATION Supporting
BIOSHOCK 2 Lead
Video Games - continued

BLADE AND SOUL
BLADE OF THE IMMORTAL
BLADE OF THE IMMORTAL 3
BLAZING SOULS ACCELATE
BLEACH
BLEACH DS 3
BLEACH SOUL RESURRECTION
BLOCK PARTY
BOARDER ZONE
BOND: GOLDENEYE
BREAKDOWN
BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER
CASTER
CASTLEVANIA (HD)
CASTLEVANIA (WII)
CASTLEVANIA, RONDO OF BLOOD
CASTLEVANIA: SERVANT OF CHAOS
COOL GIRLS aka CY GIRLS
COOL SCHOOL
COWBOY BEBOP
CRIMSON GEM SAGA
CULDCEPT
CY GIRLS
DARK EARTH
DART
DAWN OF MANA
DEAD OR ALIVE Xtreme 2
DEAD OR ALIVE: PARADISE
DEVIL SURVIVOR
Dirge of Cerberus: FINAL FANTASY VII
DISASTER
DISGAEA
DISNEY PRINCESS
DRAGON'S DOGMA
DUNE
DUNGEON SEIGE 2
EARTH DEFENSE FORCE
ENCHANTED ARMS
ENDWAR
ETERNAL POISON
EVERQUEST 2, EXPANSION 5
EVERQUEST II: Kingdom of the Sky
EVERQUEST II: Extentions 1,2 & 3
EVERQUEST II: Revamp
FAIRYTOPIA
FALLOUT NEW VEGAS
FAMILY VILLAGE CASTLE VILLAGE

Various Voices
Lead
Lead
Supporting
Supporting
Lead
Supporting
Various Voices
Various Voices
Various Voices
Supporting
Various Voices
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Supporting
Various Voices
Lead
Lead
Narration
Supporting
Various Voices
Lead
Supporting
Various Voices
Supporting
Various Voices
Lead
Supporting
Various Voices
FIELD COMMAND
FINAL FANTASY 7
FINAL FANTASY FABLES: CHOCOBO'S DUNGEON
FINAL FANTASY IV
FIRE EMBLEM AWAKENING
FIREFALL
FISTS OF VENGEENCE
FRAGILE
FRONT MISSION 4
GHOST RECON 2
GOD EATER
GOLDEN 2 PERSONA 4
GOOGLE NIANTIC
GRIPSHIFT
GROWLANCER 4
HABIT HEROES ONLINE
HACK//LIMINALITY
HAMMERIN HERO 2
HITMAN 3
HITMAN: Blood Money
IGPX
INFEX
INGRESS
KARIT KIDS
LE SECRET DU CHATEAU
LEAGUE OF LEGENDS
LEAGUE OF LEGENDS - CASSIOPEIA
LEGO FRIENDS - THE VIDEO GAME
LIGHTENING RETURNS
LINEAGE 2 "The Chaotic Throne"
LIVING IN A BUBBLE
LOST EDEN
LUMINOUS ARK 2
MAGUS
MARIE IE DE NAZETHE
MARVEL PINBALL 3
MARVEL PINBALL CIVIL WAR
MARVEL PINBALL: THE AVENGERS CHRONICLES
MIGHT & MAGIC: HEROES VI
MIMANA
MOEBIUS
MONKEY QUEST
MONSTER KNOCKOUT
MORTAL KOMBAT
MORTAL KOMBAT 2
NARUTO: Uzumaki Chronicles
NEVER DEAD
NEXT LIFE
Video Games - continued

ODIN SPHERE
OMIKRON: The Nomad Soul
OPERATION DARKNESS
OUTCAST
PERSONA 3
PERSONA 3 (PSP)
PERSONA 3.5
PERSONA 4
PERSONA 4 ARENA
PERSONA 4 GOLDEN
PERSONA 4, VOL. 2
PET VET
PIERRE DE WAKAN
PILGRIMS HOOK
PLAYHOUSE DISNEY HOLIDAY
PLAYHOUSE DISNEY PRESENT SEARCH
PRINCE AND THE PAUPER
PRINCE MANDARINE
PRINCESS ENCHANTED CHRISTMAS
PRINCESS SNOW GLOBE ENCHANTED CHRISTMAS
RAGNAROK ODYSSEY
RAYMAN
REALITY FIGHTERS
RED FACTION ARMAGEDDON
RED STEEL 2
RESIDENT EVIL 3 - BIOHAZARD
RESIDENT EVIL 5
RESIDENT EVIL RETRIBUTION
RESIDENT EVIL REVELATIONS
RESIDENT EVIL: THE DARKSIDE CHRONICLES
RESIDENT EVIL: UMBRELLA CHRONICLE 2
RIVIERA
RUMBLE ROSES
RUNE FACTORY FRONTIER
SABOTEUR
SAINTS ROW III
SAKURA WARS
SAKURA WARS 3
SAMOURI
SANCTUARY
SECTOR 8
SEVEN SAMOURI
SHINOBI DO 2
SILENT HILL 4
SILENT HILL REUNION
SKD-5
Various Voices
Lead
Supporting
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
SONIC ANNIVERSARY
SONIC FREE RIDERS
SONIC GENERATIONS
SONIC II
SOUL CALIBER IV
SOUL NOMAD
SOUL SACRIFICE
SPACE PIRATE CAPTAIN HERLOCK
STAND ALONE COMPLEX
STARCRAFT 2: HEART OF THE SWARM
STAR OCEAN
STAR WARS: Lethal Alliance
STAR WARS: THE OLD REPUBLIC
STORM
STREET FIGHTER X TEKKEN
SUIKODEN
SUPREME COMMANDER
TACO
TALES FROM EARTHSEA
TALES OF THE TEMPEST
THE ADVENTURES OF VALDO AND MARIE
THE DEVIL INSIDE
THE LEGEND OF HEROES: TRAILS IN THE SKY
THE MATRIX
THE SACRED AMULET
THIS LITTLE PIGGY STAYED HOME
TOM CLANCY’S END WAR
TONY HAWK - RIDE
TONY HAWK PRO SKATER 2
TRAUMA CENTER
TRAUMA UNIT
TWINSEN’S ODYSSEY
UNCHAINED BLADES
VALKYRIA 2
VALKYRIE PROFILE
VAMPIRE RAIN
VAN HELSING
VP2
WAR OF THE WORLD
WARRIOR OROCHI Z
WILD ARMS 4
WITCHES WISH
WORLD OF WARCRAFT (PATCH 3.1)
WORLD OF WARCRAFT EXPANSION 01
WORLD OF WARCRAFT EXPANSION 02
WORLD OF WARCRAFT: CATACLYSM
WORLD OF WARCRAFT: MISTS OF PANDARIA
Video Games - continued

WORLD OF WARCRAFT: SCHOLOMANCE  Lead
WORLD OF WARCRAFT: SUNWELL PLATEAU  Lead
WORLD OF WARCRAFT: WRATH OF THE LICH  Supporting
WOZ  Lead
XEDGE  Supporting
YGGDRA UNION  Supporting
Y's SEVEN  Supporting
ZENING  Supporting
ZETTAI HERO  Supporting

Motion Capture

DUNE  Supporting
GHOST RECON 2  Lead
RED FACTION ARMAGEDDON  Lead
SABOTEUR  Lead

Talking Toys

ABC TODDLER DOLL (JAK)  Lead
BARBIE (Talking Doll)  Lead (French)
BARBIE ALARM CLOCK  Lead (French)
BARBIE INTERACTIVE  Lead (French)
MATTEL FASHIONISTAS  Lead
NEOPETS "Chomby"  Lead
NEOPETS "Cybunny"  Lead
PRECIOUS PLACES  Lead
WINX WARDROBE  Leads

Promos/Trailers

DISNEYLAND PARIS  Narration/Voice Replacement
FABLE 2 TRAILER  (Little Girl)
RED FACTION ARMAGEDDON TRAILER  Announcer (British)
STAR CRAFT 2 ZERG TRAILER  Narration
ZENRYOKU RABBITS  Narration

Radio Commercials

ACURA "Goodbye"
AFFINITY "Ready Web"
AFFINITY "Value Traffic"
ANAIS ANAIS
ANAIS ANAIS (French Version)
BOOST YOUR ESPN.COM
BOUNCERAMA
BOWFLEX HOME GYM
CASA DE HIDES
COASTAL CAROLINA MEDICAL CENTER "CARE"
COASTAL CAROLINA MEDICAL CENTER "COMPASSION"
CREVIER BMW (2005-2009)
CW GILMORE GIRLS PROMO
DIET COKE "I'M EXTRAORDINARY"
ESPN "Javi is Hot"
ESPN ANGLES BASEBALL "All in One"
ESPN ZONE "Javi is Hot"
FIRST FINANCIAL
GOLD WING "Gold Wing Tour"
GREENLIGHT FINANCIAL
GREENLIGHT FINANCIAL SERVICES
INTERCONTINENTAL BOSTON
KIA MOTERS SOUL
KIA MOTORS OPTIMA
LAKE CHEVROLET "Down Under"
LAKE CHEVROLET "Lake Braking News"
LATIERRA HOMES
LES COOKIES LU (French)
"LULLABY" ALLIANCE FOR COMPANION ANIMALS
MEIJER "Game Show"
MEIJER "LABOR DAY"
MISSOURI COALITION "Strapped In"
MISSOURI COALITION "Everything But You"
NORMS "Chili, Chili, Chilly Combo"
NORMS "Tamale and Eggs"
NOVO NORDISK (XM RADIO)
OPERATION GUINNESS (French)
PENNINGTON SONGBIRD
RELAY MISSOURI "SURPRISE GIFTS"
SHELTER INSURANCE "TREE BRANCH"
SOUTHEAST MOTORS HONDA
THE MEN'S CLUB at Polaris
TIMEWARNER RADIO "FAMILY HSI"
TIMEWARNER RADIO "FLEXIBILITY"
TIMEWARNER RADIO "TURBOFAST!"
TOUCHSTONE ENERGY CFL
VENICE CONSULTING GROUP

Announcer
Lead
Lead
Announcer (British)
Announcer (French)
Lead
Lead
Announcer
Announcer
Announcer
Announcer
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Announcer (Little Boy)
Announcer
T.V. Commercials

AXE: The Amazing Secrets of ESP
BARBIE AS THE PRINCESS AND THE PAUPER
BARBIE OF SWAN LAKE
BOUNCEARAMA
CARTIER
CARTIER (French Version)
CARTIER II
CATWALK KITTIES
CATWALK KITTIES (French Version)
CATWALK KITTIES 2
CLARINS BODY LIFT
COASTAL CALIFORNIA MEDICAL CENTER
DIET COKE "I'M EXTRAORDINARY"
DISNEY PRINCESS STORY BUILDER
DISNEYLAND PARIS
DISNEYLAND PARIS (French Version)
DISNEYLAND PARIS, Space Mountain
KIA
LEGO PROMOS
L'OREAL
L'OREAL
L'OREAL (French)
LES COOKIES LU (French)
LES PARFUMS BICS (French)
MERCY ED "I Am"
PENNINGTON SONGBIRD
ROCHAS
SAM & CAT PROMO
SKYY BLUE
SKYY BLUE II
TOUCHSTONE ENERGY CFL
VALLEY TOYOTA
VIDAL SASSOON "Studio Tools"

Announcer
Announcer
Announcer
Lead
Announcer
Announcer (French)
Announcer
Announcer
Announcer
Announcer
Lead
Announcer
Announcer
Announcer (French)
Announcer
Announcer
Announcer
Announcer
Announcer
Announcer
Announcer (Teenage Girl)
Lead
Announcer
Announcer (French)
Lead (French)
Lead (Teenager)
Lead plus singing
Announcer
Lead
Announcer
Announcer
Announcer (Little Boy)
Lead
Announcer
Internet

ACCOR HOTELES  
AMANGANI RESORT  
AUX ORIGINES DE L'HOMME  
BLUE KANGAROO  
BOWFLEX HOME GYM  
COLOR SOUNDATION  
CONQUISTADOR RESORT: The Arrival  
COSTCO AUTO  
CRYSTAL CRUISES  
DIET COKE "I'M EXTRAORDINARY"  
FIELD TRIP  
FIRST FINANCIAL  
FUJITSU ERP SYSTEM  
Fujitsu Interstage Process Analytics  
GOOGLE FIELD TRIP  
HABIT HEROES ONLINE  
HYDROALUMINIUM EXTRUSION FRANCE  
IMPALA  
KIA MOTERS SOUL  
KIA MOTORS OPTIMA  
KIA TUTORIAL  
LEGO PROMOS  
LOCALEXPLORE.COM  
MADELIOS DEPARTMENT STORE  
MAN RAY (CHAMPS ELYEES)  
MARC AVENUE COTE d'OPALE  
MAZDA 2010 CX-7 WEB COURSE  
MAZDA RX8 TUTORIAL  
MEAL GURU  
MIATA SERIES - 2009 MX-5  
MICROPLACE  
MONACO TELECOM  
MY ARTIST'S PLACE  
PENNINGTON SONGBIRD  
POWERBIZBUILDER.COM  
REGAL AIRPORT HOTEL  
REGAL ORIENTAL HOTEL  
SCENEFISH  
SECTOR CONSULTING  
SOVEREIGN BANK  
TOUCHSTONE ENERGY CFL  
TOUR OF THE LOUVRE  
TOUR OF THE MUSEE D'ORSAY  
ULTRA OMEGA 1200  
VENICE CONSULTING GROUP  
VIVARTE  
WOMENS DERMATOLOGIC SOCIETY  
ZULA WORLD
Industrials

ACCOR HOTELS
ALLERGAN
ALLERGAN (French Version)
AMANGANI RESORT
BACK TO BASICS SKIN CARE
CALL
CRYSTAL CRUISES
HEPA CARE
HEULIN PARKING
HYDROALUMINIUM EXTRUSION FRANCE
MADELIOS DEPARTMENT STORE
MAN RAY (CHAMPS ELYEES)
MARC AVENUE COTE d'OPALE
MAZDA COSTUMER INDUSTRIAL
MONACO TELECOM
MY CHOICE MEDICAL HOLDINGS
OAKWOOD
SECTOR CONSULTING
TIMEWARNER CABLE POST CORPORATE
ULTRA OMEGA 1200
VENICE CONSULTING GROUP
WELLPOINT
WOMENS DERMATOLOGIC SOCIETY

Audio Books

MADELINE
MADELINE (French Version)
VAN GOGH
VAN GOGH (French Version)
Feature Films

12 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS  
A GOOD YEAR  
A L’INTERIEUR / INSIDE  
A SOLDIER’S DAUGHTER NEVER CRIES  
APOCALYPTO  
BEN HUR  
BEYOND RE-ANIMATOR  
BIG MIRACLE  
BRIDE WARS  
CAPTIVITY  
CATS & DOGS 2: THE REVENGE OF KITTY  
CHAPTER 27  
CLOSE QUARTERS  
CURSE OF THE GOLDEN FLOWER  
CUTIE HONEY  
DANCING ON A DRY SAL T LAKE  
DELICACY  
DE-LOVELY  
ELECTRIC SLIDE  
ELVIS HAS LEFT THE BUILDING  
EMPIRE STATE  
FALLEN  
FAREWELL, MY QUEEN  
FRENCH KISS (French Version)  
FRIGHT NIGHT  
FRIGHT NIGHT  
FROZEN GROUND  
G.I. JOE: DARK SKY  
G.I. JOE: The Rise of Cobra  
HERE COMES THE BOOM  
HYPNOSIS (Interactive)  
JAKE & BLAKE  
JEFFERSON IN PARIS  
JESSABELLE  
JULIUS CEASAR  
JUST MARRIED  
KILLERS  
KILLERS  
KILLING MR. WRIGHT  
LADDALAND  
LARS AND THE REAL GIRL  
LIZ & DICK  
LOOK OF LOVE  
LORDS OF SALEM  
LOST COLONY  
LOUP/WOLF  
LOVEWRECKED  

Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Voice Dub (Lead Actress)  
Various Voices  
Various Voices/Voice Replacement  
Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Supporting  
Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Voice Dub (English - Gong Li)  
Voice Dub (Lead Actress)  
Voice Replacement (supporting)  
Lead (english Version)  
Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Voice Match (Kim Basinger)  
Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Voice Match (Toni Collette)  
Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Supporting  
Supporting (Dub)  
Various Voices  
Additional Dead Girl Vocals  
Voice Replacement (Lead Actress)  
Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Voice Match (supporting)  
Various Voices  
Lead (Dub)  
Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Various Voices  
Director/Lead (French Dub/English)  
Various Voices
Feature Films - continued

MAX SCHMELING
Lead (Dub)

MISSIONARY MAN
Various Voices

MISTER BROOKS
Various Voices

MOTHER AND CHILD
Various Voices

MR BROOKS
Various Voices

MY BEST FRIEND’S GIRL
Various Voices

NINE LIVES
Various Voices

NOCES BLANCHES
Voice Dub (English - Vanessa Paradis)

OLYMPUS HAS FALLEN
Various Voices

ONE MISSED CALL
Various Voices

PARADISE NOW
Various Voices

PARANOIA
Various Voices

PING PONG PLAYA
Various Voices

PINK PANTHER 2
Various Voices

PREDATORS (Predator 3)
Various Voices

RED SKY
Various Voices

SAVAGES
Various Voices

SECRETARIAT
Various Voices

SECRET LIVES OF HUSBANDS & WIVES
Various Voices

SKY HIGH
Supporting

SMURFS 2
Various Voices

STAR TROOPERS
Various Voices

STARSKY & HUTCH
Various Voices

STILL WAITING
Various Voices

TEKKEN
Various Voices

THE BERLIN FILE
Dubbed (into English)

THE CONDEMNED
Various Voices

THE CRAZIES
Various Voices

THE CURSE OF THE GOLDEN FLOWER
Lead (Dub)

THE FALLEN
Various Voices

THE JANE AUSTEN BOOK CLUB
Various Voices

THE MUPPETS
Additional Voices

THE NATIVITY STORY
Various Voices

THE PURGE
Newscaster

THE RAVEN
Various Voices

THE RUINS
Various Voices

THE SPECTACULAR NOW
Various Voices

THE UNBORN
Various Voices

UN DIVAN A NEW YORK
Various Voices (Dub)

UNSTOPPABLE
Various Voices

VIDOCQ
Various Voices

WARM BODIES
Supporting

WHEN IN ROME
Various Voices

WHITE HOUSE DOWN
Various Voices

YOUTH IN REVOLT
Various Voices

ZENON ZEE THREE
Various Voices
T.V.

ANNA NICOLE SMITH (MOW) Various Voices
BLUE-EYED BUTCHER (MOW) Various Voices
C.S.I.: NY Various Voices
CALIFORNICATION (Season 1 thru 5) Various Voices
CHARMED (Season 6) Various Voices
COLD CASE: DISCO INFERNO Various Voices
COMMUNITY (Season 1 thru 2) Various Voices
COVERT AFFAIRS (Season 2) Various Voices
ENLIGHTENED Season 1 Various Voices
ENTOURAGE (SEASON 3 thru 8) Various Voices
FLIRTING WITH FORTY (MOW) Various Voices
GILMORE GIRLS (Season 3 thru 7) Various Voices
HAPPY ENDINGS (PILOT) Various Voices
HOUSE OF LIES (Season 2) Various Voices
JANE BY DESIGN Various Voices
LA BOMBE HUMAINE Narration
LA LEGENDE DES TOPS MODELS Voice Match (Elle Macpherson)
LAST MAN STANDING Various Voices
LIFE ON TOP (PILOT) Various Voices
LOST (Season 1 thru 6) Various Voices
LOST (Pilot- part 1 & 2) Recurring
MAKE IT OR BREAK IT Various Voices
MAKE OR BREAK IT (SEASON 2) Various Voices
MANEATER Various Voices
MEDIUM Various Voices
MY FAKE FIANCE (MOW) Various Voices
NCIS Various Voices
NIGHTMARES AND DREAMSCAPES Various Voices
RECKLESS Various Voices
RINGER Various Voices
SUPAH NINJAS (Pilot) Various Voices
THE C WORD (PILOT) Various Voices
THE GOOD WIFE (SEASON 1 thru 4) Various Voices